LINE SPOOLING STATION USER MANUAL

T10034 for use with multiple types of reels and lines

UNPACKING
When unpacking, ensure that all parts are present and inspect for any damage that may have occurred during transit.

KIT INCLUDES:
- Spooling Station with Line Cutter
- Line Stripper and Hook Sharpener
- Rubber bands
- Instructions (this page and an abbreviated version on the bottom of the spooling station)

STEP-BY-STEP USER INSTRUCTIONS
1. Check the reel for proper amount of line and weight of line. Larger line diameters especially in flouro-carbon seem to have a very high memory and forcing them onto a small reel spool creates an effect like a spring causing the line to jump off the reel. Make sure the line diameter and spool size ratio is correct.
2. Loosen the gray knob then place the reel in the reel seat and tighten knob.
3. Remove Spool Frame from storage in the base and insert in pedestal. The filler spool should be directly in front of the reel spool with the line coming off the top of the filling spool.
4. Extend the line to the reel spool and tie with knot shown in Figure 1
5. Place rubber band diagonally around the line spool to prevent the line from coming off freely (Figure 2). Larger bulk line spools may require two rubber bands to be linked together.
6. The line spool tension can be adjusted by adding pressure against the spool frame spring. Hold tension on the line with two fingers while starting to crank the reel slowly (Figure 3). Gradually increase the crank speed to normal retrieving speed. Cranking faster will not produce the best result.
7. Load the reel to desired level, usually about 1/8” less than completely full. Over-filling the reel spool could cause the line to jump off the spool while fishing, creating a line tangle.
8. Cut the line with Line Cutter on the Spooling Station Base.
9. Secure line on reel, line spool and stow all parts for next use.

ADDITIONAL “REEL” NOTES

Baitcast and Fly Reels
- line should leave the spool from the top. Center the filler spool with the reel with the line spool running parallel with side of spooling station.

Spinning and Spincast
- line should leave the spool in a clockwise motion. If it does not, turn the spool over.

Line Stripper and Hook Sharpener
- runs on two “C” batteries (not included).